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Common name:    Chinese Elm  

Botanical name:   Ulmus parvifolia 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                    

                                                                         

 



                         
 

 

Chinese Elm in Penjing presentation by Brian Donnelly



 

General characteristics 
 

- Very small leaves:  proportion very suitable for shohin 

 

- Multiple varieties available which varies between temperate and sub-tropical 

 

- Enormous ability to bud back even on old wood 

 

- Can develop great branching structure: can be appreciated in leafless phase  

 

- Lend itself very well to Penjing approach 

 

- Relatively easy to do cuttings and air layering  

 

- Is very sensitive to black spot (foliage fungal disease) 

 

- Suitable to many bonsai styles except cascade and semi cascade 

 

- Deadwood will rot fast 

 
 



                                                                               
 

 

Chinese Elm in Penjing presentation by Brian Donnelly 



 

   Soil           
- 1 part coarse gravel  or    -  1 part Chabasai     or  Chabasia only 

- 2 part organic matter       -  1 part Turface    

- 1 part porous rock      

- Should be well drained    
 

 

Sun       
- Need full sun (5 hours + of direct sun)       

            

Insect       Disease 
-  Caterpillar will eat leaves   - Foliage fungus (i.e. black spot) 

- Borers  

- Other? 

 

Repotting         
- Average root growers  

- Repot roughly every third year depending on maturity level       

    -  Remove about 50% of the root     

    - Best time = anytime during summer as long as defoliated 

  



 
           

 

Wintering 
 
 Temperate variety needs to be in controlled condition (0 – 5 Celsius)  

o Can take a frost 

o Will die at -5 Celsius 

o Need small dormancy period 

 

 Sub-tropical variety need to be treated like tropical  

o Need short cool down period 

o Would benefit from cooler temperature during winter months (5 at night + 

15 day) 

o Leaves will be bigger during the winter due to lack of full sun 

 

 Important to ask vendor which variety   



   Foliage growing patterns 
- Leaves will grow on alternating side of new shoot 

 

 

                                                                  



- New buds will emerge all over  

- New shoots will grow in all direction 

- Requires frequent shoot pruning with scissors 

 

 



Branch pruning and wiring 
 

 Branch pruning can be done at any time during the growing season 

 Pruning should be done to aim for taper and ramification of branches 

 Prune un-required shoots (unless you need to gain thickness)  

 

 The wood of the elm is relatively hard 

 Best to wire branches when young and softer. 

 

 Wiring is done after defoliation during the growing season 

o Once defoliated, check structure, eliminate bad shoot and wire good ones 

o Reduce watering after defoliation…! 

 

 Defoliation is done by pulling on leaf rather than using scissors 

 

 Branches tend to grow fast so care must be taken not to have wire mark 

 Guy wire is a good method to bring down larger branches 
 



Good Ramification      Poor ramification 

 

                        
 



             



Branches left unchecked will thicken up and become out of proportion with the trunk 

 

             



Foliage pad refinement 
 

 Can build neatly arrange foliage and great ramification with detailed wiring  

o This take multiple years to achieve  

 

 Important to have taper on branches and have delicate growth at tip of branches 

 

                                                              
 



 

 Once a good ramified structure is achieved 

o Cut all new shoots to keep two leaves only 

o Defoliate during summer to achieve smallest possible leaves 

 

 The leaf size lend itself well to create multiple very small foliage pads 

 

 If the shots at the tip of branches are allowed to grow unchecked 

o Will lose the fine small branches size at the tip 

 
 

                                      



Using cut paste on larger cut 
 

 Good practice to apply cut paste to help seal the wound  (cut 1/8” or bigger)  

 

                  
 

 



             
 



 

 The ability to close wound in not clear to me yet 

 Example of test to verify that ability  

 

                             
 

 



 

            
 

    

 



    



The bark  
 

 Will start to flake with time 

 It is best to remove the flakes gently with knife 

 The bark flakes can become a shelter to insect  

 Will seem red-orange after removal but will become natural color after a few 

years 
 

 



 



 
 



Foliage fungal disease: black spot 
 

 My biggest challenge with Chinese Elm  

o I have lost 3 Chinese Elm due to that disease 

 

 Spores of fungus are in nature carried with the wind 

o They end up on leaves and on bark 

o They start as small black spot on green leaves  and then leaves turn yellow 

 

                          
 



 Spores will germinate under warm and humid condition 

o That problem does not exist in house since too dry in winter 

 

 Needs to react fast and apply fungicide on entire tree 

o Applying it on foliage only will not kill them all 

o Good prevention to apply fungicide on regular basis before problem start 

 Not all commercial fungicide will work 

o Remove affected leaves with fingers or scissor  

o Clean scissors in alcohol afterward 
 

 If unable to gain control 

o Defoliate the tree (remember to reduce watering after defoliation…!) 

o Apply dormancy oil or horticultural oil all over the trunk and branches 

 

 Untested preventative method to consider 

o Spores can be choked if covered with horticultural oil 

o I do not know the impact of applying horticultural oil on leaves …bad! 

o Spray Neem oil on foliage on regular basis before spore season start (mid-

May) hoping that it will choke spore 

o Put tree in the shade for a few days after oil application 
 



 
 



Other Elms to consider 
 

- American elm 

- Japanese gray bark elm (Zelkova) 

- Cork bark Chinese elm 



 

Project of acquired Chinese Elm 
 

 

- Acquired in 1997  

- Wired little shoot to build two main branches in 1999       
   

                                                    



- Very slow development progress due to black spot disease 
 

              In fall of 2013      In spring 2016 
 

     



 The goal:  to make it a bit more Chinese Penjing 

-  to have a similar silhouette as this one 

-  to have a similar first branch structure 

 

                        



Fixing the huge branch:   

-  Allow new buds to grow to eventually replace the big branch 

- But doing severe pruning of the large branch, many new buds will emerge at the base 

 

                   


